Abstract-In this paper, we propose an integrated methodology for specifying AIN and switch-based features and analyzing their interactions in the AIN 0.1 framework. The specification of each individual feature is tied to the AIN call model and requires only minimum amount of information in terms of control and data for interaction analysis. Once a feature is specified, its specification is then validated for consistency with respect to control and data. Interaction analysis is conducted for a set of features based on the sharing of call variables between the SSP and the SCP. With this approach, one can detect the following interactions involving AIN features: 1) side-effects, where a call variable modified by one feature is used by another feature and 2) disabling, where one feature disconnects a call, preventing another feature from execution. We also develop a theory that is based on the computation of sequences of messages exchanged between the SSP and the SCP and their call variable usage. This theory is shown to dramatically reduce the number of cases considered during the analysis. A brief overview of a tool that makes use of this methodology to aid in the task of feature interaction detection is also given.
INTRODUCTION
ELECOMMUNICATIONS software is an evolving system that is rich in features. Loosely speaking, a feature is an add-on functionality to the Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS). The correct operation of a feature depends on a number of assumptions about its execution environment and resources. However, individual features are usually developed in isolation from each other and/or over a long period of time. When a set of features is put together, they might compete for the limited system resources, and some of the underlying assumptions of a feature might be invalidated because of the execution of other features. As a result, a set of features might interfere with one another and exhibit unexpected and/or undesirable joint behaviors. This is the well-known Feature Interaction problem in telecommunications software engineering [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] .
It is important to detect and resolve interactions among features before they are packaged for commercial offerings. Revenues are at stake if customers are baffled by the unexpected behavior of the set of features they subscribe to from a service provider. However, detecting and resolving interactions among features is a very difficult task. First, the logic of some of the features can be very complicated: it is not unusual for the documentation of a complex feature to run close to 100 pages [3] . Extracting the right amount of information from the document for interaction analysis requires a lot of insights in feature design. Second, it is common for a switching system to have several hundreds of features. In addition, it has been seen that pair-wise feature interaction analysis is generally not sufficient to uncover all the interactions among a set of features. As a result, even if one has access to all the information on the features developed for one's own products, one has to deal with a potentially exponential number of cases in the analysis. A situation where pair-wise interaction analysis is not sufficient is presented in Section 5.5.
The feature interaction problem has become even more complicated with the advent of Advanced Intelligent Networks (AIN) and the government deregulation in the telecommunications industry. In the AIN architecture, service logics can be stored in the Service Control Point (SCP) [2] , while the switching functions are provided in the Service Switching Point (SSP) [1] . In addition, AIN provides a set of well defined interfaces between the SSP and the SCP to allow service logic programs in the SCP to be invoked by the SSP and to influence call processing in the SSP. The separation of service logics from switching functions allows service providers to develop features independent of switch vendors. The passing of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 in the United States requires Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs) to unbundle "dial tones" to third party service providers (or to other competing LECs). In this paper, we deal with a methodology that keeps in mind the possible unbundling of ILECs' networks. It is quite possible that ILECs, such as Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs) in the United States, may have to provide mediated access to features developed by third party service providers due to future Federal Communications Commission (FCC) or state mandates. In this context, features can be classified into two categories: 1) switch-based features, which usually come from the switch vendors and reside on the switches; and 2) AIN features, which are usually developed by operating phone companies and third party service providers. Due to competition among third party service providers and between third party service providers and operating phone companies, only limited input/output behaviors would be publically available for each feature. Consequently, the operating phone companies would face the challenge of providing mediated access for third party features and features from switch vendors without knowing the internal logic of these features. In this paper, we propose an integrated methodology for specifying AIN and switch-based features and detecting their interactions. Our methodology is based on the following assumptions:
• Each feature is created without the knowledge of other features. This reflects the fact that using a service creation environment (irrespective of whether such an environment is owned by an operating phone company or by a third party service provider), a service provider can create features within some prenotified, welldefined constraints without being aware of other service providers' AIN features or a switch vendor's switch-based features.
• Each feature is specified as a black box, i.e., nothing is known about its internal logic except its input/output behaviors. This allows third-party service providers to reveal only nonintrusive, minimum amount of information about their features to a service mediator. The internal design of a feature can remain proprietary for a third-party service provider.
The methodology will assist a service mediator in the task of:
• Detecting potential interactions among AIN features provided by different third party service providers.
• Detecting potential interactions between a third party service provider's AIN features and switch-based features.
The service mediator performs these detections based on the minimum necessary feature information obtained from service providers. Once individual feature specifications are made available by their providers, each specification can be validated for consistency in terms of data and control, and interaction analysis can be conducted to reveal potential interactions. Two types of interactions are identified: 1) side-effects, where a call variable modified by one feature is used by another feature and 2) disabling, where one feature disconnects a call, preventing another feature from execution.
We also develop a theory that dramatically reduces the number of cases considered during the analysis. This paper considers features that are present within a single user's package. Multiparty interactions are a subject of our continuing research but are not dealt with here. Further, only interactions between AIN 0.1 features and switchbased features and among AIN 0.1 features alone are discussed. Interactions among switch-based features are not discussed here. The information modeling done for switchbased features in Section 4.2 is purely from the perspective of detecting interactions with AIN 0.1 features and not with other switch-based features.
The EURESCOM Project P509 [14] created the concept of the Service Integration Handling Process (SIHP) as a business process responsible for detecting interactions between services and finding optimal resolutions for them. SIHP considers a Filtering subprocess that is done before a Detection subprocess. Filtering is a way to reduce the number of cases considered for a given set of features before interaction detection thus reducing the complexity of detection. The methodology presented in this paper cuts down on the number of cases that need to be tested for interaction but provides much more details than simple filtering does. It makes use of data access conflicts at features' operational levels along with their control information and succeeds in providing low-level interaction information. There is a vast spectrum, in terms of functionality, between the processes of detection and filtering and our methodology lies within it. Detection and filtering are somewhat loosely defined. Filtering is seen as a method to cut down on the number of cases to be tested by a detection methodology. A true detection methodology would figure out the interactions within a set of features and not require any further reasoning on the part of the user: at this point it is hard to call any methodology a true detection methodology. Typically a detection methodology would be very time consuming because of its complexity. Filtering is seen as a way to reduce the burden on the detection process. Our methodology is seen to do parts of both and can thus be considered as intermediate in nature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the feature interaction problem involving AIN features and AIN and switch-based features within the AIN Release 0.1 framework and gives an overview of our methodology. Section 3 elaborates on the underlying idea of information modeling of our methodology. Section 4 discusses the modeling and specification of AIN and switchbased features in order to conduct the feature interaction analysis. Section 5 discusses the detection algorithms developed based on the inputs from information models and feature specifications. In Section 6, we present an overview of a tool based on the methodology in this paper. Section 7 concludes the paper with a discussion on the power and limitation of our methodology.
FEATURE INTERACTION PROBLEM IN AIN
RELEASE 0.1
Understanding AIN Features
At the heart of AIN is the basic call model (BCM), which is a finite state machine residing on an SSP that models the progress of a call. For a typical call, there is an Originating Basic Call Model (OBCM) at the SSP of the caller side and a Terminating Basic Call Model (TBCM) at the SSP of the callee side. Each basic call model defines a set of points in call (PICs) which correspond to the important states in a call. Associated with each PIC is a set of detection points (DPs). A DP is associated with a set of triggers each of which specifies the conditions under which an AIN feature can be invoked. Graphical representations of the OBCM and TBCM are presented in Fig. 1a and 1b, respectively. Triggers associated with the DPs are not shown in the figures. AIN features are service logic programs residing on the SCP. In the AIN Release 0.1 framework, each AIN feature is associated with a trigger that specifies at which PICs in the basic call model and under what conditions the feature can be invoked by the SSP during a call. Typically, an AIN feature is invoked during a call if the following four conditions are satisfied: 1) the user has subscribed to this feature; 2) the user has activated this feature; 3) the call is at a PIC that the trigger of this feature is associated with; 4) the trigger condition is true.
Note that even though an AIN feature, in general, can be activated at more than one trigger, in the AIN Release 0.1 framework it can only be activated by one trigger at any instance during a call. Thus, we only consider AIN features associated with a single trigger in this paper but our technique can be extended to multiple triggers without much difficulty.
AIN makes use of the SS7 [5] Signaling Network Architecture. The SSP communicates with the SCP via TCAP messages where Transaction Capabilities Application Part (TCAP) is an SS7 application protocol which provides noncircuit related information transfer capabilities and generic services to applications, yet remains independent of the application. For feature interaction detection, we are primarily interested in call-related TCAP messages, i.e., those that affect the processing of a call. Each TCAP message carries a set of call variables (as TCAP parameters), which are used to exchange call-related information between the SSP and the SCP. When an AIN feature is invoked, the SSP sends a query message with a set of call variable values to the SCP to start the execution of the feature on the SCP. Upon the receipt of the query message, the SCP executes the service logic program according to the type of the message and the call variable values in the message. The SCP then tells the SSP what to do next by sending a response message back to the SSP with a set of call variables whose values might be generated or modified by the SCP. The SSP then uses these call variable values in the response message to influence the call processing. There might be several rounds of message exchange between the SSP and the SCP before the feature is done. In summary, an execution of an AIN feature can be regarded as a transaction between the SSP and the SCP, which starts with a query message from the SSP and involves a finite sequence of message exchanges between the SSP and the SCP.
It is important to note that the execution of an AIN feature is atomic with respect to other AIN features, i.e., once an AIN feature is invoked, it cannot be interrupted by another AIN feature until it is finished. In AIN 0.1, the same holds true for AIN and switch-based features: an AIN feature cannot be interrupted by a switch-based feature and vice versa.
It is possible for an AIN 0.1 feature to cause a modification in the control flow of the call model within which it is activated. Thus, it is possible that the AIN feature may start out at one PIC and terminate at another. In this paper we consider only those features that terminate at the same PIC as the one at which they triggered.
In summary, two central assumptions are made, regarding the class of features under consideration:
• 
Overview of Our Methodology
In our view, there are two major reasons why features interact with each other: control sharing and data sharing. Control sharing means that a set of features shares the state information of the same basic call model. In this case, the order of invocation among the features is very important. If one feature disconnects the call, then all the remaining features will not be able to execute. This is called disabling. On the other hand, these features also share the same set of call variables on the SSP for call processing (see Fig. 2 .) The values of these call variables can be read from or written to by an AIN feature via TCAP messages and by a switch-based feature in the course of its execution. It should be obvious that the transmission of call variables in the TCAP messages exchanged between the SSP and the SCP is essential to allow an AIN feature to influence call processing in the SSP. Therefore, call variable values set or changed by one feature might have an effect on other features invoked later in the same basic call model that read and use these call variables. This is called side-effect, as similarly termed in programming language literature and occurs as a result of data sharing via call variables in the manner described above. The methodology we propose can be applied to detect both side-effect and disabling types of feature interactions. The detection idea centers on the usage analysis of the common set of call variables on the SSP that are shared among the features. Since no knowledge of a feature's internal logic but its input/output behavior is assumed, the information from the TCAP messages plays a central role in our methodology for detecting both types of feature interactions.
The overall idea of the methodology is depicted by Fig. 3 . It defines an input, a process, and an output. There are two sources of inputs: those from information modeling and those from feature specifications.
• Information modeling here means encoding and organizing the feature execution environment in a machine manipulable form, which includes the basic call models, the call-related TCAP messages, the set of call variables exchanged between SSP and SCP, and the interrelations among them. It helps to cope with the complexity of these data and their interrelations, and also makes automated reasoning by computer tools possible in order to conduct feature interaction analysis.
• Feature specifications here are the minimum required feature information from the service providers. They are described in both data specification and control specification. The former defines how a feature manipulates the data within the scope of its control. The latter defines the control flow of a feature with respect to AIN call models. For AIN features, we use the TCAP message control sequences between SCP and SSP; for switch-based features, we map those features to PICs and DPs of AIN call models.
• The Feature interaction analysis process is defined to be a set of algorithms that take the inputs defined above and carry out the reasoning required to detect any potential interactions among input features.
• The outputs of the methodology are any anomalies (i.e., potential interactions) discovered by the algorithms. This information needs to be decoded and presented to the users in an easily readable format.
More details are given in the next three sections. Section 3 discusses information modeling in detail. Section 4 elaborates on feature specifications needed to make use of the methodology. Sections 5 and 6 address the algorithms for feature interaction detection and optimizations used for the analysis. 
INFORMATION MODELING
The information modeling input (as shown in Fig. 3 ) to our methodology is realized by a relational database, consisting of a collection of tables. Each row in a table is a data record comprising several attributes. Such a database is built to serve the following purposes:
• Tying the AIN basic call models with the TCAP messages • Defining the allowable TCAP message sequences between SSP and SCP • Defining the precedence relations between DPs occurring at the various PICs in each of the BCMs
The rest of the section will address each of these issues in detail.
Note that not all the information about AIN is modeled by our methodology. Only abstract information, which is needed for the purpose of doing feature interaction analysis, is modeled.
Modeling the AIN Basic Call Models and Tying with TCAP Messages
Three relations PIC, DP, and <tprec> model the AIN BCMs. A fourth relation TRIGGER, ties the BCMs in with the TCAP messages.
The relation PIC associates a PIC P with each of its DPs. This relation can also be used to obtain a list of PICs corresponding to a given DP D. Using the terminology of relational databases, this is a "many to many" relation denoted as:
PIC: PIC > DP The DP relation is used to associate a DP D with all its triggers. As in the case of PIC, DP can also be used for the reverse mapping, namely, obtaining the (unique) DP D corresponding to a given trigger T. This "one to many" relation is denoted as: DP: DP < TRIGGER The relation TRIGGER maps a trigger T to the TCAP query message Q that can be sent from the SSP to the SCP as a result of T being detected at its DP D. We denote this "many to one" relation as:
TRIGGER: TRIGGER <> QUERY Finally, a relation <tprec> defines a precedence relation over the set of triggers in both the BCMs. <tprec> defines a partial order on the set comprising all the triggers in the BCMs. If two triggers occur in different BCMs then they are not related via <tprec>. However, it is possible that two triggers may not be related via <tprec> even if they do occur in the same BCM. An example of this is for a trigger T 1 occurring at DP Network_Busy and a trigger T 2 occurring at DP O_Called_Party_Busy as shown in Fig. 1a . As will be illustrated in Section 5.2, the relation <tprec> is used to determine an activation order for AIN features in a package. For a trigger T, T <tprec> T is always true.
In all the above relations, "DP" denotes the set of all DPs, "TRIGGER" denotes the set of all triggers, "PIC" denotes the set of all PICs and "QUERY" denotes the set of all TCAP query messages.
Define the Allowable TCAP Message Sequences Between SSP and SCP
A TCAP message can be either a query, response, unidirectional, or conversation message.
A query (as mentioned in the earlier section), is the initial message that leaves the SSP as a result of the condition corresponding to a trigger T being true.
A response can go from either the SSP to the SCP or vice versa and does not cause further message exchange.
Unidirectional messages can travel in either direction and do not prompt further message exchanges.
Conversation messages can also travel in either direction. They require a response or a conversation message back from either the SSP or the SCP.
The rules for all these message exchanges can be expressed in terms of a "many to many" relation RULE SPEC that is denoted as:
where QUERY: set of query messages CONV: set of conversation messages RESP: set of response messages UNI:
set of unidirectional messages.
Each member of this relation is thus a tuple (l, n), where l is the last message exchanged and n is the next message that is exchanged as a result of l. RULE-SPEC thus encodes all the allowable TCAP message sequences possible between the SSP and the SCP. The message exchange that occurs as a result of a feature's activation is encoded by a subset of the relation RULE-SPEC (to be discussed in Section 4.1.1). Each tuple in RULE-SPEC is referred to as a rule. An example of a rule is provided in Section 4.1.1.
Defining Precedence Relations Between DPs
The OBCM and TBCM as shown in Fig. 1 can be used to define a precedence relationship between DPs at the various PICs in each of the call models. Two tables, obcm and tbcm, are created to define partial orderings of the DPs at the OBCM and TBCM, respectively. These tables are listed as Table 1 (tbcm) and Table 2 (obcm). Each entry in these tables is a DP-PIC pair representing a DP and the PIC at which it occurs. The first and second columns in these tables represent preceding and succeeding DP-PIC pairs, respectively, within the associated BCM. Thus, Feature_Requested(O_NULL) precedes Origination_Attempt (O_NULL) in the OBCM. The relations obtained by computing the transitive closures of each of these tables define precedence relations on DP-PIC pairs in each of the BCMs. These precedence relations are applied in detecting feature interactions between AIN and switch-based features (to be discussed in Section 5.2). Note that the precedence relation between triggers as described in Section 3.1 is not sufficient because switch-based features are not associable with AIN triggers. (/(&7B5287(  &DOOB6HWXSB$XWKRUL 
FEATURE MODELING AND SPECIFICATION
This section discusses the feature information required by our methodology in order to run the feature-interaction analysis. The business scenario is that the specifications of AIN features will be submitted to the service mediator by third-party service providers, and the specifications of switch-based features will be made available directly by the service mediators for the feature interaction analysis.
AIN Feature Specification
Each AIN feature is modeled via two pieces of information: control specification and data specification. The control specification is a rule-based specification that specifies how the feature logic on the SCP interacts with the SSP via TCAP messages. The data specification is a data usage description that specifies how the call variables in each TCAP message are manipulated by the feature. Details of these specifications are provided in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
Control Specification (AIN Feature)
The control specification of a feature is a set of tuples that describes all the possible TCAP message sequences between SSP and SCP for a feature. This specification is a subset of the relation RULE-SPEC discussed in Section 3.2. Given the AIN trigger for a feature, one can find the corresponding SSP query message q that starts the feature via the relation TRIGGER defined in Section 3.1. Using q as a starting point, one can select the set of tuples {(q, n)} from RULE, where each n is a next message that can be exchanged as a result of q. This process can be continued by selecting all the tuples in RULE that have n as the last message exchanged etc. The resulting set of rules can be pruned by the service provider as per the behavior of the feature. The final set of rules thus obtained forms the control specification of the feature. Thus, the control specification of an AIN feature F is a (many to many) relation F-RULE that is denoted as:
where QUERY, CONV, RESP, and UNI have the same meanings as in Section 3.2.
Each tuple in F-RULE is also referred to as a rule of the control specification. A sample control specification for an AIN feature called NPA-NXX Screening is shown in Table 3 . An example rule from this control specification would be:
In Table 3 " " refers to query messages. " " refers to either response or unidirectional messages. "" is shorthand notation for a conversation and a response/unidirectional message when either can be present in the Next_Message_Exchanged column.
Data Specification (AIN Feature)
The data specification of a feature specifies the usage of each call variable in every TCAP message used by this feature. Thus, the data specification for an AIN feature F is a (one to one) relation F-DATA denoted as:
Here QUERY, CONV, RESP, and UNI have the same meaning as in the previous section. CALL-VAR is the set of all TCAP message call variables.
USAGE-TCAP is the set of ways in which a TCAP message can affect call variables on the SSP. The association of a value from USAGE-TCAP with a call variable in a TCAP message is called the population of the call variable in the TCAP message. Currently, the following notations have been defined to mark the usage of each call variable.
Call variables that come into SCP (in a TCAP message), are marked as:
• "R" if they are call variables sent by SSP to be Read and used by the feature, • "N" if they are call variables sent by SSP but Not to be read and used • "X" if they are optional call variables that won't get populated for this feature.
Call variables that leave from SCP (in a TCAP message), are marked as:
• "G" if they are not call variables from SSP but Generated by SCP, • "U" if they are call variables received from SSP and now sent back by SCP to Update the call processing variables in SSP, • "H" if they are call variables received from SSP and now sent back to SSP uncHanged, or • "X" if they are optional call variables that won't get populated for this feature.
A partial data specification for NPA-NXX Screening is shown in Table 4 .
Switch-Based Feature Specification
A switch-based feature is also modeled by data and control specifications. The control specification of a switch-based feature specifies in what BCMs and at which DPs of each BCM the feature can influence call processing. The data specification then details the data ("call variable") manipulation of the switch-based feature at each "control" point. A switch-based feature executes at the SSP alone. However, it can still affect AIN features by modifying data that could affect the values of TCAP call variables that are sent to SCP when an AIN feature is triggered. A switchbased feature can also be affected by values transferred to the SSP from the SCP via TCAP messages as a result of a preceding AIN feature's execution. Recall from the discussion in Section 2.1 that AIN 0.1 features and switch-based features are mutually atomic: An AIN feature may not execute while a switch-based feature is executing and vice versa. What is worth noting here is that a switch-based feature can be triggered at multiple detection points. Moreover, a switch-based feature can affect call variables differently at each of these points. This is reflected in the data specification as described below. 
Data and Control Specification of a Switch-Based Feature
Although data manipulation and control flow are distinct aspects of a switch-based feature, they can be easily specified in an integrated manner. A switch-based feature can operate on different BCM (terminating or originating) instances for different legs of the same call. It is possible for a feature to be active on a TBCM instance for one leg of a call and on an OBCM instance for another leg of the same call. The feature could be active at a number of DPs in each of the BCM instances and a given DP can be available at more than one PIC. Thus, the switch-based feature's specification is a set of tuples that has an entry for the call variable usage for each DP at each BCM instance's PIC on which the feature operates. The usage of each call variable can be one of four possibilities. A "READ" ("R") implies that the switch-based feature reads the call variable value, a "WRITE" ("W") specifies that the call variable value is written to by the feature, a "READ/WRITE" ("R/W") indicates that the call variable value can be processed in both ways. 1 The fourth alternative is that the call variable value is "NOT USED" ("N") at this DP.
The combined control and data specification for a switchbased feature F is thus a (one to one) relation F-SPEC that is denoted as:
where DP and PIC have the same meaning as discussed in Section 3.1. INST F is the set of BCM instances of feature F and USAGE-SW i is one of "READ, "WRITE," "READ/WRITE," and "NOT USED" and n is the total number of call variables involved in AIN processing (in other words it is the cardinality of the set CALL-VAR as described in Section 4.1.2).
A usage pattern u is a vector of size n that contains a component for each call variable; the value of each component i is a value from USAGE-SW i that corresponds to the ith call variable. We further introduce the notion of the signature of a switch based feature's instance. The modeling of switch-based features described in this section is intended to capture only those aspects that are pertinent for detecting interactions with AIN features and not with other switch-based features. We thus do not need to model the working of a switch-based feature in a comprehensive manner. We believe that it would be straightforward for a domain expert to provide the information required for this modeling. At Bellcore, we have modeled most of a large set of common switch-based features as part of our experimental effort. 1 . A value of "READ/WRITE" implies that the switch-based feature could perform both operations on the associated call variable. Since a switch-based feature is a "black box" the ordering of the operations is not necessarily available, we assume that either order is possible.
A partial specification for a switch-based feature called Call Forwarding Variable [4] is shown in Table 5 . Each row in the table represents a tuple from the F-SPEC relation for this feature. 2 Due to space constraints just three call variables (ACGEncountered, AMAAlternateBillingNumber, and AMABusinessCustomerID) have been shown. This feature can be active over one terminating BCM instance (instance 1) and one originating BCM instance (instance 2). The PICs for a DP have been explicitly shown only for the cases where there could be some ambiguity. Origination_ Attempt_Authorized is one of the DPs at which Call Forwarding Variable could be active within BCM instance 2 and the feature would write a value to each of the AMA AlternateBillingNumber and AMABusinessCustomerID call variables but would not make use of the ACGEncountered call variable during this activation.
ANALYSIS METHODS AND OPTIMIZATIONS
This section discusses the analysis methods used to deal with feature interactions under our methodology. We also describe optimizations that could be used to speed up the detection process. Finally, we outline the algorithms that are at the heart of the system developed using this methodology.
The detection algorithms run in two phases. In the first phase, message sequences are generated for each AIN feature and the feature specifications are validated. This is illustrated in Fig. 4a and Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 outline more compact representations for AIN features. In the second phase, a package of features is checked for interactions, as illustrated in Fig. 4b and Section 5.5.
Parsing Control Specifications for AIN Features and Sequence Generation
An AIN feature execution constitutes a finite sequence of message exchanges between the SSP and the SCP. The finite sequence of messages exchanged between the SSP and the SCP during a feature execution is called an execution sequence for the feature. The feature's behavior is characterized by its set of execution sequences. Given a trigger for a feature, one can identify the corresponding query message for that trigger. Based on the control specification for a feature, starting with the query message, one can then construct the set of execution sequences that could occur as a result of the trigger.
Prior to generating execution sequences, the feature's control specification needs to be checked for errors. Errors in the control specification can appear in two forms: syntax and semantics. Syntax errors refer to violations of the rules of RULE-SPEC in a control specification F-RULE for a feature F, which can be detected by encoding the former in a parser. Semantic errors refer to choosing the wrong message and/or component, or missing a message in a control specification. Semantic errors that are feature specific can only be detected by design experts. However, some semantic errors can be detected automatically. For example, it is possible that the service specifier may incorporate a rule (q, c) into a feature's control specification, where q is a query message sent by the SSP and c is a conversation 2. The BCM column is not part of F-SPEC but is shown for clarity. message that is sent by the SCP in reply. In this case a rule (c, n) where n is a message sent by the SSP in response to c, must be incorporated into the control specification, its absence would be a semantic error. This kind of an error can be automatically detected and fixed.
Computing Cumulative Call Variable Usage(s), Validating Data Specifications for AIN Features, and Formalizing Interaction Concepts
Using the data specification of a feature, one can compute the cumulative call variable usage for an execution se-quence as follows. The result will be used for feature interaction analysis as shown later in this section. Given an execution sequence s, a vector v is used to store the cumulative call variable usage. Each element in v corresponds to a specific call variable. Initially, all elements in v are set to NOOP. Then each element in v is updated by going through each message in s according to the rules specified in Table 6 . Suppose v i corresponds to call variable p. Then "Current v i " refers to the cumulative usage of p computed so far; "Operation" refers to the operation performed by the current message on p, and "New v i " is the updated value of the cumulative usage of p. Note that the bold face values in the "New v i " column refer to errors in a feature specification, which will be discussed later in this section.
If the feature is correctly specified, then after the last message is processed, v holds the final cumulative call variable usage for s. There are four possible values for each v i : 1) "READ," which means p is only read by SCP during the execution of s; 2) "WRITE," which means p is only written by SCP during the execution of s; 3) "READ-WRITE," which means p is both read and written by SCP during the execution of s, but the first operation by SCP on p is a read; and 4) "WRITE-READ," which means p is both read and written by SCP during the execution of s, but the first operation by SCP on p is a write.
DEFINITION 2 (Signature of an execution sequence). Given a sequence s with cumulative call variable usage v, the tuple <s, v> is called the signature of s.
The signature <s, v> contains the complete description of s in terms of control and data.
The data specification needs to be validated for data errors. Data errors, refer to errors in populating call variable usage for messages in data specifications. These errors are caught during the computation of cumulative call variable usage, and they are listed boldface in Table 6 . Here No Read Before "H" (NRBH) and No Read before "U" (NRBU) both identify cases when the SCP tries to read or update a call variable value that has not been sent to the SCP for reading in any previous message from the SSP. Read Before "G" (RBG) indicates another type of error: when SCP tries to generate a call variable value that has already been sent to SCP for reading, by SSP. In this case, a "U" should be used instead if SCP writes on the call variable. Checking for data errors ensures that the data specification of a feature is consistent with the corresponding control specification.
Formalizing the Notion of Interaction
Earlier, in Section 5.1, it was seen that an AIN feature's control specification could be used to generate message exchange sequences between the SSP and the SCP for the feature. Thus, an AIN feature is representable as a detection point along with a collection of sequence signatures that are determined via the control and data specifications for that feature. The DP relation can be used to determine the DP at 3 . Note that READ-WRITE and WRITE-READ are different from READ/WRITE as in switch-based features since they specifiy an order of READ and WRITE operations while READ/WRITE does not. which a trigger can occur and the PIC relation to determine the PIC at which this DP occurs. Also, in Section 4.2, it was seen how a switch-based feature could be considered to be a collection of DP signatures. We now formalize some of these ideas using the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 3 (Interaction between AIN features

In either case, d is the index of the DisconnectFlag call variable.
Definitions 3 and 4 characterize the class of interactions that are the subject of this paper. "Side-effect" interactions as formalized above occur when a feature writes a value to a call variable that is read in some way by another feature. A "write" could happen via either WRITE, READ-WRITE, WRITE-READ, or READ/WRITE. A "read" could happen via either READ, READ-WRITE, or READ/WRITE. "Disabling" interactions occur when a feature "writes" a value to the DisconnectFlag call variable. It should be noted that if an AIN feature's DP-PIC pair and a switch-based feature's DP-PIC pair are identical then their cumulative call variable usages need to be checked in either order, since either can be executed before the other depending on factors outside the scope of the AIN call model.
Reducing the Complexity via Equivalence Classes
Even though the control specification of an AIN feature ensures that the set of execution sequences of the feature is finite, the number of execution sequences of the feature can be very large. There are a number of problems: first, the generation of a complete set of execution sequences is very time-consuming, and storing all the sequences requires a lot of disk space; second, the complexity of computing cumulative call variable usage grows linearly with the number of sequences; last but not least, when analyzing interactions among features, the computation of the combined behavior of a set of features becomes unmanageable. Collectively, these problems are generally referred to as the state explosion problem in analyzing distributed systems.
In this paper, we propose a two-step relief strategy for this problem. We study how to reduce the number of execution sequences considered for each individual feature and ways to reduce the complexity in interaction analysis.
Maximal Sequences
An execution sequence is considered to be maximal if and only if it is not a prefix of another execution sequence. We use <pref> to denote the prefix relation among execution sequences. If s is a prefix of t, we denote it as s <pref> t.
DEFINITION 5 (<cov> operator). Given two cumulative call variable usage vectors u and v, we say that u is covered by v, denoted as u <cov> v, iff the following conditions hold for each i:
1) if u i is READ, then v i is either READ or READ-WRITE; 2) if u i is WRITE, then v i is either WRITE or WRITE-READ; 3) if u i is READ-WRITE or WRITE-READ, then v i is also READ-WRITE or WRITE-READ.
The following lemma is straightforward by definition, which indicates that one only need generate the set of maximal execution sequences for a feature to cover all cumulative call variable usages of a feature.
LEMMA 1. Let <s, u> and <t, v> be the signatures of two execution sequences s and t, respectively. If s <pref> t, then u <cov> v.
Consider a message r[nc 1 , nc 2 ] from the set RESP (as defined in Section 3.2), where r is a response message and nc 1 , nc 2 are noncall-related components carried by r. Suppose also that these are all the components that can be carried by r. It is possible for a feature that uses r to also have the messages r[nc 1 ], r[nc 2 ], and r in distinct execution sequences. The maximal sequences for a feature can be generated by using all the possible TCAP components in a control specification for the generation of message sequences instead of using a subset of these components for some sequences. This basically boils down to ignoring all the rules that contain messages of the form r[nc 1 ], r[nc 2 ], and r if r[nc 1 , nc 2 ] is already present (as a "next message" for the same "last message" as discussed in Section 3.2), in one of the rules of the feature's control specification, while generating execution sequences for the feature. (Using subsets of TCAP components in rules for message sequence generation results in the creation of prefices of maximal sequences.)
The next lemma ties in the <cov> operator with the concept of interactions as defined in Definition 3 and 4. It is simple to prove using the definition of the <cov> operator and Definitions 3 and 4.
LEMMA 2. Given two sequences s1 and t1 of AIN feature F1 with their respective signatures <s1, u1> and <t1, v1> such that u1 <cov> v1, if F1 interacts with feature F2 via <s1, u1> then F1 interacts with F2 via <t1, v1> as well. (F2 can be either an AIN or a switch-based feature).
Lemmas 1 and 2 together basically say that if any interactions exist between features using nonmaximal sequences, they can be detected using maximal sequences. The algorithm for generating message sequences for an AIN feature as described in Section 6.1 makes use of this fact and only generates the set of maximal sequences.
Equivalence Classes
For the set of maximal execution sequences generated, we can further reduce the number of sequences considered by introducing an equivalence relation:
DEFINITION 6 (Equivalent sequences). Given two maximal execution sequences s and t, let <s, u> and <t, v> be their respective signatures, s and t are equivalent, denoted as s ¢ t, iff ∀i u i = v i .
The relation "≡" partitions the set of maximal execution sequences into equivalence classes. The proof for Lemma 3 can be easily shown using Lemmas 1 and 2 along with the definitions of equivalence classes and maximal sequences.
The equivalence classes can be generated by simply grouping generated (maximal) sequences for an AIN feature, based on their cumulative call variable usages as has been described in Section 5.2. They can be used instead of individual sequences for interaction detection between features as mentioned above.
Reducing Complexity via Combined Representation of an AIN Feature
The amount of analysis performed between a pair of features can be further reduced by considering a combined representation for all the equivalence classes for the AIN feature(s). A combined representation may be generated by stepping through all the generated equivalence classes for the feature to create a combined call variable usage vector each of whose components gives the combined usage of a call variable by all the equivalence classes of the feature. The creation of this combined usage vector starts off by generating a vector v, each of whose components is set to a value of NOOP. At each step in the process we use an equivalence class' cumulative call variable usage vector to update the value of this vector v. The rules for doing this are described in Table 7 . Note the use of the "/" operator as opposed to the "-" operator. 5 The "-" operator has the same semantics as were described in Section 5.2 (Table 6) while the "/" operator is an alternation operator. The significance of the combined call variable usage vector can be summarized in the following Lemma, which can be trivially proved using the rules in Table 7 .
LEMMA 4. If the combined call variable usage for a call variable i is set to
1) X, this means that there exists an equivalence class whose cumulative call variable usage for i is X, 2) X -Y, there exists an equivalence class whose cumulative call variable usage is X -Y,
5. This is similar to the "/" operator used in the context of switch-based features' call variable usage in Section 4.2.
3) X/Y, there exists an equivalence class whose use could be X or X -Y and an equivalence class whose use could be Y or Y -X.
Conversely, if there exists an equivalence class whose cumulative call variable usage for i is set to
1) X, the combined call variable usage for i can be either X, X -Y or X/Y, 2) X -Y, the combined call variable usage for i can be either X -Y or X/Y. (Here X, Y = READ, WRITE, and X ≠ Y).
We may now represent an AIN feature even more succintly. If an AIN feature has D as its DP, P as the PIC at which this DP occurs, T as its trigger and c as its combined call variable usage vector, we can represent an AIN feature as (D, P, T, c). This is called the combined representation of the AIN feature. The combined usage vector, c, can be used in the same manner as outlined in Definitions 3 and 4 for detecting the interactions involving an AIN feature. The only addition is that "READ/WRITE" for a call variable in c, can be considered as a "read" as well as a "write" for the AIN feature. 6 In this case, c would be used in almost the same manner as the cumulative call variable usage for a message sequence to check for side effect interactions. D and P would be used when checking for the precedence relation between this AIN feature and a switch-based feature. T would be used to check the precedence relation between this feature and another AIN feature.
THEOREM 1. Given an AIN feature F1, it will interact with another feature F2 iff the combined representation of F1, (D, P, T, c), interacts with F2.
PROOF. F2 can be either an AIN or a switch-based feature. We outline the proof for F2 being an AIN feature, the proof for F2 being a switch-based feature is quite similar. Thus, F2 can be represented as (D', P', T', c').
Assume without loss of generality that T precedes T'.
Further, let d be the index of the DisconnectFlag call variable. 6 . We can thus redefine interactions involving AIN features based on their combined representations. The definitions would be quite similar to Definitions 3 and 4. Theorem 1 considerably reduces the amount of checking that needs to be done between a pair of features for detecting interactions. Once an interaction is detected involving an AIN feature, the manner of computation of the usage of a call variable in the combined representation of the feature makes it possible to locate an equivalence class 7 that causes the interaction and thus obtain a representative sequence for this class. Using equivalence classes reduces the number of sequence signatures that need to be saved for a feature. Thus, obtaining a representative sequence from an equivalence class for an interacting feature is a matter of stepping through equivalence classes and locating a class with a spe-7. A combined representation demonstrates the existence of certain equivalence classes as discussed earlier in this section. Thus, if a combined representation for a feature performs a READ on a call variable then we need to step through the classes and locate the one that does a READ on this call variable. cific signature rather than stepping through every sequence for that feature.
Reducing the Amount of Analysis for a Feature Package
A package of features provided to a subscriber can be composed of multiple AIN and switch-based features. The class of interactions described so far in this paper deals with interactions between pairs of features. In this section we prove that for the type of interactions (Section 2.2) and the class of features (Section 2.1) studied in this paper it is sufficient to verify the lack of interactions in an arbitrary feature package by verifying the lack of interactions between every pair of features in the package. PROOF. We first prove the forward conditional by contradiction. Thus, we are trying to prove that if there are no interactions in a package of features, there are no pairwise interactions between features in the package either. So, given a feature package without interactions, assume that there exists a pair of features that have a pairwise interaction between them. Let this interaction exist between two AIN features F1 and F2 with combined references of (
. (A similar argument can be used in the context of an AIN and switch-based feature pair.) Assume without loss of generality that T 1 precedes T 2 in the same BCM (if they are on different BCMs they cannot interact). Now, if we add on the rest of the features in the package along with this pair of features, it is not possible for the order of triggering between these two features to change. This is because of the assumptions made regarding the class of features being considered (as mentioned at the end of Section 2.1). Thus, these features can still interact within the package, but this violates our assumption of having a package of features without interactions. The backward conditional can be proved by following an inductive argument. The basis for the inductive argument would be for the case of a package of two features. In this case it is trivial to see that if there are no pairwise interactions in the package, there are no interactions in the package. The inductive hypothesis is that if there are no pairwise interactions in a package containing k features, there are no interactions in the package. The final step in the proof is to prove the above for a package containing k + 1 features. Consider a package with k + 1 features containing no pairwise interactions. If we remove any arbitrary feature F1 from the package we have a package that has k features without any pairwise interactions and therefore (using the inductive hypothesis) there are no interactions in the package of k features. If we now reintroduce F1 into the package, we use a contradiction based argument to prove that the package of k + 1 features (without any pairwise interactions) cannot have any interactions.
Assume to the contrary, that the package of k + 1 features does have an interaction. In such a case there must exist a feature F2 that is reading a variable written by some other feature F3. Since the package of k features had no pairwise interactions, the interaction between F2 and F3 could only happen if the order of triggering of these two features could be changed by the (re)introduction of F1. However, the features in the class of features we are looking at do not do this (as mentioned at the end of Section 2.1). Thus, our assumption was invalid: the package of k + 1 features cannot have an interaction. o Theorem 1 basically says that there is no need to check different subsets of a feature package for interactions if we are only dealing with AIN 0.1 features that return control to the same PIC as the one at which they triggered. Computing all the subsets of a feature package would be a combinatorially explosive (O(2 n )) procedure. Instead we need to just check individual feature pairs, which is a significantly cheaper process (O(n 2 )).
The second assumption at the end of Section 2.1 states that AIN features that terminate at the same PIC as which they were triggered at, are within the scope of the methodology discussed in this paper. About 80 percent of AIN 0.1 features modeled by us fall into this category. Features that fall outside this category can cause interactions within a package that cannot be detected via the pair-wise detection methodology advocated by Theorem 2. This can happen as follows.
Let F 1 be an AIN feature that does not violate the assumption discussed above and F 2 be a switch-based feature. Further let (D1, P1, T1, c1) be the combined representation for F1 and let (D2, P2, u2, φ2) be a signature for the instance φ2 of F2. Also, let D1 -P1 precede D2 -P2 and assume that there is no interaction between F1 and F2. Assume further that there exists a call variable with index i such that c1 i = READ and u2 i = WRITE. Now consider an AIN feature F3 with combined representation (D3, P3, T3, c3) that does violate the assumption discussed in the preceding paragraph. Let D2 -P2 precede D3 -P3 and let P4 be a PIC such that after F3 terminates, control is at P4 and P4 precedes P1 within the BCM. 8 Assume that F3 does not interact with either of F1 or F2. Consider now a particular BCM activation where F1 is initially not activated. F2 and F3 are activated in succession and after control arrives at P4, F1 is activated. Now, F1 does interact with F2 (via the variable with index i). This happens even though a pair-wise analysis within the package containing F1, F2, and F3 would not reveal this. Incorporating features like F3 into our methodology is one of the subjects of ongoing investigation.
ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS AND A FEATURE INTERACTION DETECTION TOOL
The data obtained via information modeling (Section 3) and feature specification (Section 4) is used as input to two stages of analysis. The first stage of analysis occurs right 8 . We have not formalized the notions of precedence between PICs in this paper. This relation can be inferred from Fig. 1 .
after an individual AIN feature has been described via its control and data specifications. The end result of this stage is the generation of equivalence classes for this AIN feature's message sequences (Section 5.3). The second stage of analysis comes into play when the user wants to check a particular feature package for interactions. It is in this stage that the feature interaction methodology as outlined in Section 2.2 is used, any interactions in the input package will be detected at the end of this stage. This section discusses the algorithms used in these two stages of analysis.
Equivalence Class Generation for an AIN Feature
The equivalence class generation process has two parts: 1) Generation of all possible maximal (Section 5.3.1) sequences of TCAP messages exchanged between the SCP and the SSP for a given feature and 2) computing the cumulative call variable usage for each of these sequences (Section 5.2) and grouping the sequences based on these cumulative call variable usages into equivalence classes.
Message Sequence Generation Algorithm
The underlying algorithm for message sequence generation is very much like a standard stack-based depth-first search algorithm. Every element of the stack (referred to as a node) is generated using one of the rules of the control specification of the feature. Such a rule is referred to as a generating rule for that node. Each such node also captures the current state of the search by containing a list of all the fireable rules at the point represented by that node in the search. The list of fireable rules at each node in the search is used to generate subsequent nodes of the search space. To ease the coding of the algorithm, a dummy rule, with the "next message" (as discussed in Section 3.2) set to the initial query message for the feature and the "last message" field set to a null value, is inserted into the control specification for the feature. The pseudocode for the algorithm is presented in Fig. 5. 
Equivalence Class Generation
Once the complete set of maximal sequences for each feature has been generated, it is fairly straightforward to generate the equivalence classes based on cumulative call variable usage of these sequences. Recall from Section 5.3.2 that an equivalence class for a feature is basically a set of maximal sequences for that feature each of which has the same cumulative call variable usage. Initially, the set of equivalence classes is empty. The cumulative call variable usage for each sequence is computed by stepping through every message of the sequence and updating a cumulative call variable usage vector as discussed in Section 5.2. After the cumulative call variable usage vector has been computed for a sequence, the former is compared with all the cumulative call variable usage vectors computed for currently generated equivalence classes. In case the current cumulative call variable usage vector has already been computed in some previous equivalence class, this sequence becomes a part of that class, otherwise a new equivalence class, with this sequence as the sole current member, is created. Once the cumulative call variable usages for each of these sequences are computed, the equivalence classes for this feature have also been generated. 
Detecting Interactions in a Package of Features
Given a package of features comprised of both AIN and switch-based features, interactions between features can be detected using the specifications of these features as input by the user along with the information generated as described in the earlier section. Also, because of the way these features have been modeled, using the result proved in Section 5.5, it is possible to detect these interactions by processing one pair of features at a time only. The algorithms for checking feature interactions between a pair of AIN features and an AIN feature and a switch-based feature are thus very simple.
To simplify the detection, all the equivalence classes of an AIN feature are combined into a single representation. This single representation is basically a single cumulative call variable usage vector for that feature. It is computed from the individual cumulative call variable usage of each equivalence class as discussed in Section 5.4.
The interaction between an AIN feature and another AIN feature is detected via the following procedure: 1) Determine the order in which the features would fire based on the triggers for these features. 2) Based on this ordering check the combined representation vector of each feature to see if the preceding feature writes a value to a call variable that the succeeding feature reads or if the preceding feature writes to the DisconnectFlag call variable. Other more intricate interactions are possible. For example, if the preceding feature writes to the DisplayText call variable and the succeeding feature writes to one of the DisconnectFlag or CalledPartyID call variables, there is a potential interaction. However, this class of interactions is still a subject of study.
The same steps are followed for interaction detection between AIN and switch-based features. The slight difference here is that since a switch-based feature can have multiple detection points, we need to check the interaction between the call variable usage for a switch-based feature at each detection point for this feature (as described in Section 4.2) and the combined representation vector for the AIN feature.
In case any interactions are detected in the steps outlined above, the tool (discussed in Section 6.4) can extract (for AIN features) all the equivalence classes that are causing this interaction along with a few representative sequences from each class, for display to the user. This will help the user of the tool to get a more detailed idea of how the interaction is happening.
Feature Interaction Example
We now illustrate the interaction detection discussed above by means of a real world example. Although, we consider a package composed of only two features, Theorem 2 says that this interaction would be caught even if features other than these were present in the package.
This example illustrates the detection of a side-effect interaction. Here, we consider a package composed of the features Call Forwarding Variable [4] and NPA-NXX Screening.
NPA-NXX screening is a feature that allows subscribers to screen outgoing calls from their lines. Screening can be applied to local calls or long distance calls. The subscribers can define screening lists to prevent calls to certain classes of numbers (for example, to a certain calling area, toll based service lines like 900 numbers or 976 numbers).
Call Forwarding Variable (CFV) is a calling feature that allows a user to redirect calls from one line to another. CFV is controlled via an activation and deactivation procedure. The activation procedure has the capability to let the customer specify a Directory Number for the remote line to which calls should be forwarded. When a subscriber of the call forwarding feature receives a call, a special ring is sent to the subscriber's line (if the line is idle) to indicate that a call has been received and forwarded. Calls cannot be answered at the subscriber's line while CFV is active, but calls can be originated from there. CFV is a feature that can occur at multiple DPs within multiple legs of a call in the AIN 0.1 call model.
Interaction analysis of this package reveals that when Call Forwarding Variable is activated at the Origination_ Attempt DP and NPA-NXX screening is triggered at the Info_Analyzed DP during a call, the former is seen to write a value to the call variable CalledPartyID and the latter is seen to read this variable. It is possible for the subscriber of this package to see unexpected results because of this interaction. Let the subscriber's telephone number be M. Now, if the subscriber decides to have all calls to M forwarded to another number N, without considering the fact that N is on the screening list of the NPA-NXX feature, the net result would be that the subscriber would not receive any forwarded calls from M at N which is clearly not expected by the subscriber. Thus, we have a case where a potential interaction (detected by our methodology) could result in a feature interaction in a practical situation. It should be noted that our methodology defines potential interactions as read-write conflicts but does not attempt to provide any semantic reasoning about them. This reasoning has to be done by a domain expert who would be assisted by the outputs of the methodology. Fig. 6 shows the output our methodology would provide for this package. It lists the orders of activation of the two features that could result in interactions over call variables. The user can click on each pair of activation orders and obtain the corresponding interacting call variables. In the figure, a potential interaction over the call variables CalledPartyID, CallingPartyBGID, and CallingPartyID is shown when Call Forwarding Variable is activated at the Origination_Attempt DP and NPA-NXX screening is triggered subsequently at the Info_Analyzed DP. In addition, representative sequences from each interacting equivalence class are shown for the AIN feature (NPA-NXX screening) at the bottom of the screen. Fig. 6 . Output of analysis for NPA-NXX screening and call forwarding variable.
Feature Interaction Detection Tool
The methodology described in this paper has been converted into a practical tool called Computer Aided Detection and RESolution of Feature Interactions (CADRES-FI). The tool essentially implements the functionality illustrated by Figs. 3 and 4 .
The tool eases the task of specifying AIN and switchbased features. A graphical user interface is provided for entering control and data information for each feature. This makes the population of call variable usage in data specifications very easy. The information on the feature execution environment (as discussed in Section 3) is stored internally by the tool. The specification of each feature can be saved in a feature library. This library can then be used to build feature packages for detecting interactions. A library of well known AIN and switch-based features has been built up and is being used to check interactions within different feature packages at Bellcore. The majority of features from this library are listed in Table 8 .
The The results of our experiments are summarized in Table  9 . We have tested feature interactions among 11 AIN features and 25 switch-based features. The number of feature pairs we have tested is thus C(11, 2) + 11 × 25 = 330. We detected 156 pairs with feature interactions. Among these interacting pairs 36 were false alarms, 54 were unresolvable and 66 were resolvable. However, the numbers shown in Table 9 may vary as we incorporate additional features into the experiments. The information modeling data is provided along with the tool and can be reconfigured in case of any changes to the call model without having to modify the tool itself. Service mediators need to input feature specifications to the tool. These specifications may need to be obtained from third party service providers when dealing with features provided by them. The mediator uses the tool to detect interactions among all the specifications in a feature package.
CONCLUSION
The underlying methodology of feature interaction analysis, proposed in this paper was shown to simplify the task of detecting feature interactions a great deal. The specification of features can be performed within minutes and the analysis algorithms run within seconds for typical features on which detection was performed. Analysis is performed without going into details of the feature logics, as opposed to traditional methods that are comparatively intrusive and require relatively detailed information about features. Thus service providers for AIN features can provide these specifications without having to release any proprietary details about the feature.
The modeling approach used here is a case of new technology being invented as opposed to existing technology being applied to solve the feature interaction problem. An attempt had earlier been made to use a formal method and temporal logic validation to detect feature interactions [12] . Nevertheless, such an approach proved to be very expensive both in feature modeling itself and in computation time required for validation. The approach adopted in this paper requires significantly less modeling and computation time in detecting feature interactions, although, there is a trade-off between the accuracy in detecting "real" interactions and the efficiency in terms of modeling and computation.
The methodology integrates the specification of AIN release 0.1 features with that of switch-based features and permits the detection of interactions across these two classes of features. Further, the methodology permits the pair-wise detection of interactions in a package because of the manner in which features are modeled. This reduces the inherent complexity of combining features in a package. Also, along with the basic tool that performs the feature interaction detection a GUI is provided to enable the rapid creation of feature specifications in an easy and intuitive manner.
We recognize the fact that certain interactions between features may actually be considered desirable. The methodology we advocate here does not distinguish between desirable and undesirable interactions, it merely identifies potential interactions between features. Judging the desirability of an interaction is left to a domain expert who, in turn, would receive substantial assistance from the output of our methodology.
Future extensions to this work include the development of a methodology to perform interaction checks between features within the (larger) scope of the AIN 0.2 standard. This standard; like IN CS-2 [13] , poses some new challenges (such as next event list) to feature interaction detection. Additionally, the AIN 0.1 features addressed in this tool were restricted to the class of features that triggered and terminated at the same PIC of a BCM and thus did not modify the call model control flow. Incorporating features that do modify the call model control flow would require extensions to the message sequence generation algorithm since it would need to keep track of the control flow information. The algorithm would also require information regarding events that could be triggered while a feature is active. We feel that these extensions to our information model would require us to broaden our basic interaction detection criteria. These extensions to our basic information model and associated algorithms are the subjects of our ongoing research.
